Dragon Husband
Chapter 1468
Wenren Tianqing has been quite at ease these days.
The main reason is that there is an eye-catching fly always against him.
So he can go to the Lanxi Tower to find his old friend with peace of mind.
That technique, that feeling, that face…
Forget the face.
Anyway, these few days are happy and happy like a fairy.
However, today he just came back from the outside freely when he heard a bad news.
Li Nianyi seemed to have been abused by inhumans, so he almost cried with a snot and tears.
Wenren Tianqing thought something had happened, but he heard Wiliam enter the seventh floor of
Luotian Mikong, but he still didn’t come out after the sixth day!
At this moment, Wenren Tianqing was not calm in an instant.
He couldn’t wait to come to the entrance of Luo Tian Mikong.
Sure enough, on the colorful stone, red is always bright.
This shocked Wenren Tianqing!
Six days!
God is special for six days!
He thought for a moment that the first time he entered the seventh floor, he had only stayed for six
days, and he would come out at night.
Not because I thought it out, but because I had to come out.
If he doesn’t come out, he won’t have the strength to come out.
At that time, he was already an elder, and his strength had first ascended the Innate Secret Realm!
And now look at Wiliam!
But a triumphant consummation martial artist!

He can stay in there for six days, sitting on an equal footing with himself!
No, it’s been six days, and he still didn’t come out!
With this thought, Wenren Tianqing looked at the people around him again.
Everyone’s eyes seemed to have turned into a sentence of mockery.
I was laughing at myself being compared by a mere disciple.
Wen Ren Tianqing was furious, and he was going to go down and see what the hell this kid is doing
below!
However, at this time a voice rang behind him.
“Second brother, you are not compliant by doing this.”
Everyone followed the prestige, but saw three people slowly coming.
It is the Sect Master Wenren Tiange who is in front of him.
The two sisters Wen Renqingqing followed behind him.
“Third brother, what do you mean?” Wen Ren Tianqing asked with an ugly expression.
“We also have some rules for fragrant flowers. First of all, you have already gone to the seventh floor
this year, and there is no quota. Then, according to the rules, Wiliam has already paid the spirit crystal,
and he has the right to stay underneath. , No one can disturb. If anyone will interfere casually, what
kind of style will it spread out. Who else wants to come to our side for a trial in the future?” Wen Ren
Tiange said lightly.
Wenren Tianqing almost spit out a mouthful of old blood!
What the hell!
What a break of the rules!
Especially the latter rule, people outside pay money to come in for the trial!
That is a hundred thousand spirit crystals!
For so many years, a ghost is willing to come over!
Except for Wiliam’s neurosis!
But he just couldn’t refute it.
The first rule crushed him to death.
“That kid must be doing something underneath! Don’t you worry about our ancestor’s inheritance
being ruined by that kid?” Wen Ren Tianqing shouted loudly.

“Hoho, everyone knows that Wiliam is just turning his energy into consummation. Don’t you think that
kid can overturn our fragrant flowers? And even if you are right, what means did that kid use to make
himself stay? For the next six days, that’s also his skill. Therefore, without my order, no one can enter
the Luotian Secret Sky!” Wenren Tiange said at the end, his tone was not polite.
Wenren Tianqing was so angry that he was churning with blood!
“Okay! I’ll take a look here, how many days that kid can stay below! I don’t believe in this evil!” Wen
Ren Tianqing finally roared.
“Don’t eat or drink or sleep?” Wen Renqing said suddenly as a qualified shit-chucking stick.
“Puff!” Some people at the scene couldn’t help but laughed.
But it stopped immediately.
Everyone thought of a typical.
In the past few days, Li Nian has worked together, neither human nor ghost, but don’t be too desolate.
“Love, don’t be too presumptuous! Second brother, if you want to stay, this is your freedom.” Wenren
Tiange first scolded Wenren and said to the second brother.
After speaking, he turned and left.
No one could see, after turning around, Wenren Tiange was full of surprise in his eyes.
That kid, looks unremarkable, but why is everything so shocking!
It’s amazing to be able to stay here for six days.
He also became curious and wanted to know when this kid would come out.
Wen Ren Tianqing asked to bring a chair, and immediately sat down at the entrance.
This posture is quite like Li Nianyi.
Worthy of being a master and apprentice.
“Sister, how many days can the puppy stay below?” Wen Renqing also became interested, and asked
his sister in a low voice.
Wen Ren Qingxin whispered back: “At least seven days, but the kid is desperately Saburo. If he goes all
out, it’s estimated that it can be about eight days, which is the limit.”
“Really so powerful? Eight days! It’s even better than the previous elders.” Wen Renqing’s eyes
widened and felt incredible.
“You believe me! Who knows him better than me here? It’s me! I didn’t come out in eight days, and I
ate shit on the spot.” Wenren was fascinated by things like a god.
Stunned the Wenren in love for a while.

Eight days, think of the dog one!
Sister, Sai Gao!
“Let’s go back to sleep first, and come back tomorrow night to collect the corpse for that kid.” Wen
Renqing said triumphantly.
Collecting the corpse is just a metaphor, the kid must have come out sideways and run.
“Humph.” Wenren Tianqing murmured as he watched the two of them, and snorted coldly.
In a blink of an eye, another day passed.
On the evening of the seventh day, the sisters once again came to the entrance of Luo Tian Mikong
together.
When they reached the entrance, the two looked at each other.
Wenren Tianqing seemed to be asleep, squinting without talking.
Wenren glanced at the colorful stone intently, and exclaimed: “That guy still doesn’t come out? Is it
really hard to be down there?”
It’s been seven days!
This is the limit!
That guy should be overwhelmed anymore.
Wenrenqingqing whispered: “I suspect you don’t understand that puppy ratio.”
“How is it possible! I watched him grow up! I know how many hairs on his body! Eight days! The cliff is
eight days! Come out sideways! I put the words here!” Wen Renqing’s face also flushed a little .
“Eating shit on the spot?” Wen Renqingqing said in a dark belly.
“Huh! Believe it or not to eat a catty!” My sister suddenly became a bit angry with Wen Ren Tianqing.
“Go back to sleep and come back tomorrow.” Wen Renqing said this sentence, feeling very familiar.
The eighth night.
The two reappeared.
This time, Wen Renqin’s heart was trembling.
She glanced at the colorful stone and collapsed directly.
Still red!
Wen Ren Qingqing looked at her a little dazed little sister faintly, and couldn’t help saying: “Get out of
the way! Sister, please start your performance.”

